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Name:  ____________________________________________________ 
SIGN IMMEDIATELY; PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE eTCP Exam No. 1 (100pts.) – 25% of the final grade 

General Remarks 

This exam is closed books, limited open notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 
not be exchanged during the exam and will be collected with the exam. No computer, calculators or cell phones.  Provide concise answers and to the 
point for maximum credit.  Answers that are too long take too much time and may indicate that the author is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: ____ ERR: ____ PTS: ____ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points. 

Question 1+2 (20pts.) 
Chapter 1: Consider the five-layer Internet protocol stack (Physical, Link, Network, Transport, and Application).   
Which layer is responsible for standardization of the following?  (Each layer may be used more than once.) 
 
How four bytes are arranged into time used in Time-37 protocol ______________________________ 

Specification of the transmission speed of a network card ______________________________ 

Whether time division multiplexing or frequency DM is used ______________________________ 

Layer where IP addresses are used ______________________________ 

Layer where port numbers are used ______________________________ 

The communication procedure to relay an email to another server ______________________________ 

Tricky! Data compression used when exchanging data  ______________________________ 

The specification that each line of text ends with “\r\n” ______________________________ 

Name one of the ISO/OSI layers that is not a part of Internet stack ______________________________ 

Name the lowest layer just above the physical layer ______________________________ 

Question 3 (10pts.) 
Chapter 1: Explain why data packet loss may occur even on a network where each connection has the same 
throughput, say of 1Gbps?  Visual explanation in a form of a labeled figure is preferred to lengthy essay.  
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Question 4+5 (20pts.) 
Chapter 2: A program needs to retrieve a Web page  – fill in the blanks that illustrate the essential portion of 

the protocol used.  Some blanks may have to be left empty. 

a) A client connects first to the server but who sends the application layer data first? 

Server  /  Client   (circle the right answer to the question above) 

__________ /mydirectory/index.html __________ <newline> 

__________: myserver.com <newline> 

__________ <newline> 

b) Who sends the application layer data second in reply? 

Server  /  Client   (circle the right answer to the question above) 

__________ __________ __________ <newline> 

Content-type : ____________________ <newline> 

__________ <newline> 

data data data data… 

c) The data that follows, in general, can be (circle one)                   TEXT / BINARY / EITHER 

d) And the last question: what character or characters are sent as <newline>?      “__________” 

Question 6+7 (20pts.)  
Chapter 2: Use the provided 
labels to indicate what 
happens in a typical TCP 
client-server connection.  
Some labels may be used 
multiple times while some 
may never be used.  

 accept  

 bind  
 closesocket 
 connect  
 listen  
 recv / recvfrom  
 send / sendto  
 socket (create) 

 
Image source: Wikimedia  
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Question 8 (10pts.) 
What were port numbers used by sockets used on the software side (not the destination side!) of the 
following pieces of software?  Provide a number(s) or write E for Ephemeral. 
Web server (http): _____ Time client: _____ First HW server: _____ 

Web server (https): _____ Time server: _____ First HW putty: _____ 

Question 9-10 (20pts.) 
Consider “Reliable Data Transmission” (RDT) as introduced in our textbook.  One or two sentence answers 
that are to the point are good enough.  Vague answers will receive less credit. 

a) What is the reason for the introduction of pipelining and go-back-N in RDT v3.0 vs. v2.2? 
 
 
 
 
 

b) Why is negative acknowledgment (NAK) feature not very beneficial?   
How NAKs are replaced in RDT v2.2 
 
 
 
 
 

c) Which direction the “window” depicted below moves as more data is acknowledged?   
 
     Left  /  Right 

 

 
d) Why “selective ACK” may pose a problem in RDT v3.0 with a certain relationship between the window 

size and the range of the acknowledgment numbers? 
 
 
 
 
 

e) Why is sender timeout feature important in all versions of RDT? 
 


